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so the ryusoulgers, the riders, and the dinoknights battle to the death, and if the
riders lose, the world will be destroyed. and the rider who survives, is the one who
has done nothing but follow the rules, and has just been an honorable person in the
past. this doesnt mean that he has been perfect, as he has also caused a lot of
problems and has his own share of bad blood with the others. but it does mean that
he will bring a new balance to the world, and the fact that he has grown a lot in the
past few episodes means that he isnt just some damsel in distress to save. watch as
david hasselhoff reprises his role as michael knight in the new story that includes all
5 seasons of knight rider: the complete series and all 70 episodes in a single dvd!
but to really appreciate the stories of knight rider, you need the best picture quality
possible, so weve packaged this set in our very own newly manufactured steelbook
case with artwork and packaging that is sure to look great on your shelf. knight
rider returns with a new look as the k.i.t. reprises its role as the car that takes
michael knight into the future to face new threats. after the events of the previous
season, the knights work together to find a way to stop a dangerous new villain, the
mallosaurus, from destroying the future. michael, k.i.t., and the team learn of a new
threat to the future, the mallosaurus. the new k. is powerful, but still vulnerable.
with the help of his ally, a mallosaurus, michael must figure out how to fight the
new threat. michael knight, the newest, most efficient k.i.t. ever, is sent back to the
future with the new k. to stop the mallosaurus, an old enemy from the past who has
been reborn as a new threat to the future.
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now, this is what the stronger episodes are all about. and its a 2-parter, which gives
us two 2-hour episodes in one, unlike the usual 3-parter. i know, because i watched
it like that. i had a lot of issues with the regular episodes, and was really happy with
this one. it was such a powerful thing to say goodbye to the riders, and even more

powerful for the follow up to show us how they lived on in the present day, with
their families and their feelings about how the series ended. it was also nice to see
the show develop and change in terms of the main cast. of course, there were still
some problems to be had with stuff like the ending, but i think that was part of the

point, to present the riders in a new light. so the huge finale is here, and oh boy do i
have some opinions on this one. while i may have been a little more enthused when
the series was ending back in 2002, i dont think i would have been as enthusiastic
in the later years. the series was always flimsy, and i think that the move to the

present day allowed the show to get away with a lot more. its almost as if the rider
character, his relationships, and the relationship between the main characters and
the riders is a little bit less there. its hard to say though, as to whether that was a
good thing or not, because it wouldnt be hard to see that being a major change in

what they were doing. and it wasnt. however, its also worth noting that, even
though they had more leeway and freedom to do things, this series wasnt exactly
perfect either. it was prone to cheap jokes, awful dialogue, and so on. but it was a
great ride, one that i wouldnt mind having back again. as for the finale, the first

thing that comes to mind is the whole cel animation style, which was done again for
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kyoraku in the finale of the stronger series. the difference this time is that the
animation style isnt just there for the sake of it, and fits in well with the scene. in
particular, i think the scene where the ryusoulgers go to the dinoknights to stop
them from destroying the world is done well, as is the scene where they go to

confront kyoraku and his followers in the temple. the last part is where things go
awry, however, as the dinoknights turn into their true selves, and we end up with

the main cast, and the riders, fighting against the dinoknights. and thats just silly. it
looks good, but its just not very much fun. 5ec8ef588b
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